Jennings Plant

Condercum Industrial Estate, Condercum Road
Benwell
Newcastle Upon Tyne, Tyne and Wear NE4 8XQ
United Kingdom
Phone: 01912733054
Fax: 01912733094
Jennings Plant, Newcastle Upon Tyne, North EastJennings Plant, the North Easts
leading suppliers of small and large plant hire for all projects.Jennings Plant supplies
equipment which is suitable for house builders, local authorities, landscapers,
gardeners, stables, farms and small holdings, road builders and the construction
industry.All of our diggers and excavation machines can be supplied with or without
drivers.We deliver machines to sites covering:Newcastle - Gateshead - Morpeth Northumberland - Sunderland - Washington - County DurhamOur diggers, JCB's and
Muck Trucks can be hired at very competetive rates; daily hire or longer contract
hire are both available.Muck Trucks are also available to purchase, and we can
supply a range of accessories.We are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week - and
no job is too small.Having been established since 1953, you can be sure we have
the experience to help you with your plant requirements.A family firm that believes
that every customer is important. From the smallest builder to the largest
company.Our machine operators have an average of over 25 years experience each
and their skill, productivity and advice can help towards making huge savings for
our customers. They are probably the best operators, driving the best plant in the
North East.Having achieved Investors in People back in 2003, our company believes
our employees are an essential part of our success. Ongoing investment in training
to ensure they remain the best is an essential strategy in providing a first class
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service to you our customers.Call us or email us now - so we can give you the best
price. Some of the Services we Offer Include:Plant Machinery Hire & Leasing
Newcastle Upon Tyne • Plant & Machinery Dealers Newcastle Upon Tyne •
Excavation Equipment Newcastle Upon Tyne • Muck Truck Newcastle Upon Tyne •
JCB Hire Newcastle Upon Tyne
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